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Modeling Context with SituationsMehmet Surav and Varol AkmanDepartment of Computer Engineering and Information ScienceBilkent University, Bilkent, Ankara 06533, TurkeyPhone: +90 (312) 266 4133 (sec.)Fax: +90 (312) 266 4126E-mail: fsurav,akmang@bilkent.edu.trAbstractThe issue of context arises in assorted areas of Arti�cial Intelligence. Although its impor-tance is realized by various researchers, there is not much work towards a useful formal-ization. In this paper, we will present a preliminary model (based on Situation Theory)and give examples to show the use of context in various �elds, and the advantages gainedby the acceptance of our proposal.Keywords: Context, Commonsense Reasoning, Situation Theory.For the time being, all I want you to grant is that context is important|so importantthat we have to represent it clearly in the knowledge base. Dana Scott [14, p. 354]1 IntroductionAlthough the term context is frequently used in explanations, proofs, etc. in Arti�cial Intel-ligence, its meaning is left to the reader's understanding, i.e., it is used in an implicit andintuitive manner [1]. However, when we are to implement a system, we have to make thisnotion explicit using, hopefully, a formal approach.In this work, our aim is to o�er a useful formalization of context, one that can be used forautomated reasoning in Arti�cial Intelligence, Computational Linguistics, and so on. To thisend, we will �rst review logic-based attempts towards formalizing context. In general, the focusof our discussion will be around McCarthy's proposal [12].Our approach, on the other hand, is inspired by a pioneering work of Barwise [3] andwill be presented using the notation and terminology of Situation Theory. We will give thenecessary background to Situation Theory, and review the contributions of Barwise. Then wewill advance our proposal and discuss the handles that it o�ers on the issue of context. We willpresent examples, mostly taken from the available literature, so that we convince the readerthat our formalization is quite useful.2 Previous Formalizations in LogicThe notion of context was �rst introduced to AI in a logicist framework by McCarthy in his1971 Turing Award talk. (This talk was later published as [11].) After that introduction,research on the topic was quite silent until the late eighties. McCarthy published his recentideas on context in [12]. Other notable works on formalizing context are due to Guha [10],Shoham [15], Giunchiglia [9], S. Buva�c and Mason [6], and Attardi and Simi [2].In his most recent work [12], McCarthy states three reasons for introducing the formalnotion of context.� The use of context allows simple axiomatizations. He exempli�es this by stating thataxioms for blocks world situations can be lifted to contexts involving fewer assumptions.� Contexts allow us to use a speci�c vocabulary and information about a circumstance.� We can build AI systems which are never permanently stuck with the concepts they useat a given time because they can always transcend the context they are in.The basic relation relating contexts and propositions is ist(c; p). It asserts that propositionp is true in context c. Then the main formulas are sentences of the formc0 : ist(c; p) (1)In other words, p is true in context c, and this itself is asserted in an outer context c0.



Some properties of context, which will form a base for our formalization, include:1. Contexts are abstract objects.McCarthy says [12, p. 1]: \We do not o�er a de�nition [of context], but we will o�er someexamples." Some contexts will be rich objects, e.g., the situations in Situation Calculus.Some contexts will not be as rich, e.g., some simple micro-theories [10].2. Contexts are �rst-class objects.We can use contexts in our formulas in the same way we use other objects.3. There are some relations working between contexts.The most notable one is themore general than (�) relation. This de�nes a partial orderingover contexts. Using �, we can lift a fact from a context to one of its super-contexts usingthe following nonmonotonic rule:8c1 8c2 8p (c1 � c2) ^ ist(c1; p) ^ :ab1(c1; c2; p)! ist(c2; p)Here, c2 is a super-context of c1 and p is a predicate of c1, ab1 is an abnormality predicateand :ab1(c1; c2; p) is used to support the nonmonotonicity. In other words, the aboverule is a basic lifting rule from a context to its super-context. (Obviously, we can state asimilar rule between a context and one of its sub-contexts.)4. There are some functions to form new contexts by specialization.One example McCarthy uses is the function specialize-time(t; c) which returns a contextrelated to context c in which time is specialized to have the value t.5. Lifting rules.According to McCarthy [12], the main goal of the use of contexts is to simplify axiom-atizations (by allowing us to lift axioms from one context to another). Lifting rules arealways asserted in an outer context which should be capable of supporting such rules.Using lifting rules, we can do the following while we are transferring an axiom:1. No operation.If two contexts are using the same terminology for a concept, this is a natural choice. Forexample, the following lifting rule states that we can use the axioms related to on(x; y)relation of above-theory context in general-blocks-world context without any change:c0 : 8x8y ist(above-theory; on(x; y))! ist(general-blocks-world; on(x; y))2. Change the arity of a predicate.In di�erent contexts, the same predicate might take a di�erent number of arguments.McCarthy's example for this is on which takes two arguments in above-theory context,and three arguments in a context c in which on has a third argument denoting thesituation1. The lifting rule isc0 : 8x8y8s ist(above-theory; on(x; y))! ist(context-of(s); on(x; y; s))where context-of returns the context associated with situation s in which the usual above-theory axioms hold.3. Change the name of a predicate.Similar to the case with arities, we can change the name of a predicate via lifting rules.For example, we can translate on to �uzerinde, when we move from above-theory to turkish-above-theory 2:c0 : 8x8y ist(above-theory; on(x; y))! ist(turkish-above-theory; �uzerinde(x; y))1Here the word \situation" is used in the Situation Calculus sense.2Note that, in the above examples, the lifting rules are always stated in an outer context, c0, so that istformulas can be used without any paradoxical (circular) side e�ects. Attardi and Simi [2] criticize McCarthyfor his unclear use of lifting rules, and prove that if a condition for stating lifting rules in outer contexts is notasserted, lifting rules might introduce paradoxes.



When we take contexts in the natural deduction sense (as per McCarthy's suggestion [11]),the operations of entering and leaving a context might be useful and shorten the proofs involvingcontexts. In this case, ist(c; p) will be analogous to c! p, and the operation of entering c canbe taken as assuming(p; c). Then, entering c and inferring p will be equivalent to ist(c; p) inthe outer context.Important achievements on the formalization of context include the works of Attardi andSimi [2], and Giunchiglia [9]; these use natural deduction as the reasoning machinery. Attardiand Simi [2] o�er a \viewpoint" representation in which contexts are considered to be sets ofrei�ed sentences of the FOL. In Giunchiglia [9, 5], the notion of MultiContext (MC) Systemis introduced. An MC system is de�ned as a pair < fcigi2I;� >, where fcigi2I is the set ofcontexts and � is the set of bridge rules. Here, context is a triple ci =< Li; Ai;�i > whereLi is the language of ci, Ai is the set of axioms of ci, and �i is the set of inference rules thatcan be used only in ci. Bridge rules are the inference rules, similar to the lifting rules, linkingdi�erent contexts. They are of the form < A;C1 >< B;C2 > ;allowing us to derive a formula B in context C2 from the formula A in context C1.Relative decontextualization is another issue raised by McCarthy's work. He proposes amechanism of relative decontextualization to do the work of eternal sentences. The mechanismdepends on the premise that when several concepts occur in a discussion, there is a commoncontext above all of them into which all terms and predicates can be lifted. Sentences in thiscontext are relatively eternal. A similar idea is used in the Problem Solving Contexts (PSC) ofCYC [10].Another place where context might be useful is a mental state [12]. McCarthy thinks ofmental states as outer contexts. The advantage of representing mental states as outer contextsis that we can include the reasons for having a belief. Then, when we are required to do beliefrevision, the inclusion of the reasons for having a belief simpli�es our work. When we use beliefsas usual (i.e., no belief revision is required), we simply enter the related context and use them.3 Situation Theory (Barwise on Contexts)Situation Theory is a principled programme to develop a uni�ed mathematical theory of mean-ing and information content, and to apply that theory to speci�c areas of language, compu-tation, and cognition. Barwise and Perry [4] claim that for an expression to have meaning, itshould convey information. They develop a theory of situations and of meaning as a relationbetween situations. The theory provides a system of abstract objects that make it possible todescribe the meaning of both expressions and mental states in terms of the information theycarry about the external world [7].The two major concepts of Situation Theory are infons and situations. Infons are the basicinformational units and are denoted as � P; a1; : : : an; i � where P is an n-place relation,a1; : : : an are objects appropriate for the respective argument places of P , and i is the polarity(0 or 1).Situations are �rst-class citizens of the theory, and are de�ned intensionally. A situation isconsidered to be a structured part of the reality that an agent (somehow) manages to pick out.It is desirable to have some computational tools to handle situations. Abstract situations arethe mathematical constructs which are amenable to mathematical manipulation. An abstractsituation is de�ned as a (possibly non-well-founded) set of infons. Given a real situation s, theset f� j s j= �g is the corresponding abstract situation. Here, s supports � (denoted as s j= �)means that � is an infon that is true of s.Related to parametric infons, there is a construct by which we can assign \values" toparameters. Formally, an anchor for a set, A, of basic parameters is a function de�ned on A,which assigns to each parameter Ti in A an object of type T . For example, if f anchors _a tothe individual \Sullivan," we write f( _a) = Sullivan to denote this anchoring.Object-types are determined over some initial situation. Let s be a given situation. If _x isa parameter and I is a set of infons (involving _x), then there is a type [ _xjs j= I]. This is thetype of all those objects to which _x may be anchored in s, for which the conditions imposed by



I obtain. We refer to this process of obtaining a type from a parameter _x, a situation s, and aset I of infons, as type-abstraction. _x is known as the abstraction parameter and s is known asthe grounding situation.In Situation Theory, the ow of information is realized via constraints. We represent aconstraint as � involves; S0; S1; 1 � where S0 and S1 are situation-types between which theinformation is carried out. Cognitively, if this relation holds, then it is a fact that if S0 is realized(i.e., there is a real situation s0 : S0), then so is S1 (i.e., there is a real situation s1 : S1). Forexample,we represent the regularity \Smoke means �re" with the following constraint c:S0 = [ _sj _s j=� smoke-present; _l; _t; 1�]S1 = [ _sj _s j=� �re-present; _l; _t; 1 �]c =� involves; S0; S1; 1�In Situation Theory information is taken into account in an atomic fashion, i.e., informationat the level of the relation provided by the individuation schema. In other words, informationis regarded as essentially propositional: information is information about some situation s. Thiseither has the form s : S where s is a situation and S is a situation-type, or else x : T wherex is an object and T is an object-type de�ned over some grounding situation u. In the lattercase, if T = [ _xju j= �] then x : T if and only if u j= �[f ] where f( _x) = x.Barwise's ideas on circumstance, thus on context, arise from his work on conditionals andcircumstantial information [3]. Barwise states two innovative examples, one on a missing pollenand the other on the (wrong) proof of 1 = �1. We will only mention the missing pollen example.Example: The Missing PollenLet us consider Claire (Barwise's then nine-month old daughter). Barwise knows that if Clairerubs her eyes, then she is sleepy. This is expressed by the conditionalIf Claire rubs her eyes, then she is sleepy.For months, this was a sound piece of (conditional) knowledge that Barwise and his wife used tounderstand Claire, and learn when they should put her to bed. However, in the early summer,it began to fail them. Combined with other symptoms, they eventually �gured out that Clairewas allergic to something or other. They called it \Pollen X" since they did not know its preciseidentity. So Pollen X could also cause Claire to rub her eyes.Barwise formally approaches the above problem as follows. Briey, with constraint C =[S ) S0], a real situation s contains information relative to such an actual constraint C, ifs : S. Clearly, s may contain various pieces of information relative to C, but the most generalproposition that s contains, relative to C, is that s0 is realized, where s0 : S0.Thus, Barwise represents the information that \If Claire rubs her eyes, then she is sleepy"with the following parametric constraint C:S = [ _sj _s j=� rubs;Claire, Claire's eyes,_l; _t; 1�]S0 = [ _sj _s j=� sleepy;Claire,_l; _t; 1�]C =� involves; S; S0; 1�Before Pollen X was present, the above constraint represented a reasonable account. How-ever, when Pollen X arrived, the constraint became inadequate and required revision. Barwisepoints out to two alternatives to this end:� From [if � then  ] infer [if � and �, then  ].� From [if � then  ] infer [if �, then if � then  ].Here � corresponds to the additional background conditions.Barwise chooses the second way to deal with the problem3, modi�es involves, and makes thebackground assumptions explicit by introducing a third parameter. The relation now becomes:� involves; S1; S2; B; 1�3Although these alternatives are equivalent from a logical point of view, the second is more appropriate toreect the intuitions behind the background conditions. In the �rst case, the rule if � then  is directly modi�edto use background conditions whereas, in the second case, it is evaluated only when the background conditionshold.



For example, with the new involves, the Missing Pollen Example can be solved via theintroduction of a background condition B, which supports the following:� exists;Pollen X; _l; _t; 0�We can thus reformulate the problem using B:S = [ _sj _s j=� rubs;Claire, Claire's eyes,_l; _t; 1�]S0 = [ _sj _s j=� sleepy;Claire,_l; _t; 1�]B = [ _sj _s j=� exists;Pollen X; _l; _t; 0�]C =� involves; S; S0; B; 1�4 A Formalization of Context in Situation TheoryThe main purposes of our proposal may be categorized into three:1. To o�er a representation schema which allows contexts in a uniform way.2. To support the essential properties of context.3. To clarify the notion of context and to reduce it to a mathematical problem. (As a futureproject, the computer implementation of the proposal might be considered [16].)We will approach context as an amalgation of grounding situation and the rules whichgovern the relations within the context. Thus we will represent a context by a situation typewhich supports two types of infons:� factual infons to state the facts and the usual bindings. This infons might be saturatedor unsaturated depending on the completeness of that piece of knowledge.� conditional infons (which correspond to parametric conditionals) representing infons tocapture the if-then relations and axioms within the context.Thus, the context of an M.S. Thesis Presentation can be formulated with the followingsituation-theoretic constructs. Let c be Sullivan's M.S. Thesis Presentation context. Thiscontext supports some infons to represent the basic facts, and constitutes the basis for parameterbinding. Some of the infons arec j=� school;Bilkent; 1� (2)c j=� department;Computer Science; 1� (3)c j=� ms-student;Sullivan; 1� (4)c j=� ms-advisor;Ackerman; 1� (5)c j=� ms-jury-member;Necker; 1� (6)Within this context, we have some natural regularities valid for all thesis presentationcontexts, such as c1: S1 j=� ms-advisor; _a; 1� (7)S2 j=� ms-jury-member; _a; 1� (8)c1 = [S1 ) S2jB] (9)Here B is a background situation such thatB j=� school;Bilkent; 1� (10)The constraint c1 can be represented with the following infon:c1 j=� involves; S1; S2; B � (11)The second part, i.e., the set of infons in Equations 7{11, intuitively states that thesisadvisors of are also jury members in M.S. Thesis Presentation contexts (in Bilkent). Using theabove context as a grounding situation with the anchoring f( _a) = Ackerman, we can concludethat Ackerman is also a jury member.



After this introductory example, let us review the desirable properties of context, and checkwhether our proposal supports them.A crucial property is that contexts are �rst-class objects, so that we can use them in thesame way as other objects. In our approach, we are modeling contexts with situation types,and situation types are situations which have some unbound parameters. Other than havingunbound parameters, situation types are ordinary situations, and thus �rst class objects ofSituation Theory. (Having unbound parameters does not cause any problem.)Richness of the contexts was stated by McCarthy [11, 12] and Guha [10]. In SituationTheory, situations are, by de�nition, rich objects [7]. The richness of situations leads to thepartiality of contexts as McCarthy notes.Another aspect of the use of context is the exibility of having private rules and presup-positions related to a particular viewpoint. In the logicist approach, presuppositions wererepresented with predicates which contained no variables (either bound or unbound) and ruleswere represented with quanti�ed logical implications:c : present(Air) (12)c : 8x bird(x)! flies(x) (13)Equation 12 states that air is present (a presupposition), and Equation 13 states that ifsomething is a bird, it ies (a default rule). The same capability is also available in our notionof context. We represent the facts related to a particular context with parameter free infonssupported by the situation type which corresponds to the context. The rules of the context arerepresented by the constraints. Since constraints are allowed to be parametric, we can easilyuse them as rules related to the context. The above example might then be restated as follows:Sc j=� present;Air; 1� (14)S1 = [ _sj _s j=� bird; _a; 1�S2 = [ _sj _s j=� flies; _a; 1 �Sc j=� involves; S1; S2; 1� (15)Here, the fact that air is present is represented with the infon in Equation 14, and the rulethat birds y is represented with the constraint in Equation 15. Therefore, we can use thesituation type Sc as as the context of the logicist approach (namely, context c).A related issue is the background information. Barwise [3] points out to the importance ofbackground information in the involves relation. In our model, the context representation isdesigned to supply the adequate background information.Consider the context of an M.S. Thesis presentation. In this context, the advisor of thethesis is also a jury member of the thesis. This rule is stated via c1 in Equation 9. In theconstraint, the background condition is that the school is Bilkent University. This is statedby using B of Equation 10. In our de�nition of context, supplying this kind of backgroundinformation is simple (and in fact necessary).Contexts de�ne the domain of quanti�cation. This property of context is due to its use as agrounding situation, so that in the binding of parameters, the only available objects are thoseavailable in the context.By lifting (or using bridge rules), we can use some axioms from one context in anothercontext. Lifting rules (whether nonmonotonic or not) are always stated in the outer one of thetwo contexts between which the lifting will be done. In our case, lifting has similar properties.Basically, we will state lifting rules as constraints. Nonmonotonicity of the lifting will be realizedby the background conditions in the involves relation.Let C1 and C2 be the contexts between which the lifting is to be done. Let C be the outercontext. Let us state a lifting rule (C below) to lift relation foo from context C1 to relation barin context C2: S1 = [ _sj C1 j=� foo; _a; 1�] (16)S2 = [ _sj C2 j=� bar; _a; 1�] (17)C j=� involves; S1; S2; B; 1� (18)(B is the background condition, which enables us to have nonmonotonicity while lifting.)



Regarding lifting, there are some discrepancies between our approach and the logicist one.Namely, in the logicist approach we can change the arity of a relation while lifting; in ourapproach this is not allowed. This is not due to a limitation on our part, but is rather aby-product of the philosophy behind Situation Theory. In Situation Theory an individuationmechanism is used to name objects, individuals, events, situations, and so on. One applicationarea of the individuation mechanism is relations. For example, once we individuate the onrelation with two parameters as � on; _a; _b; 1� (19)we always consider on with two parameters, i.e., in all situations and groundings we use onwith this �xed number of parameters. In the logicist way, on is taken in a syntactic sense, andin some contexts it might require two parameters, while in some other contexts it might requirethree. (For example, the third parameter might correspond to time.) Although SituationTheory seems to be weaker at �rst regard, it in fact gives us the mechanisms to compensate forthis weakness. In the on example, we can compensate the requirement for time in one contextby simply stating an infon, which enables us to represent the dependence on time.McCarthy's Lifting ExampleIn [12], McCarthy states the following example in a subsection titled \Lifting Rules." Here,we will �rst present the original example, and then re-do it in our version of formal context.The Original ExampleMcCarthy considers two contexts, namely, Above-Theory (AT) and c. Above-Theory containssome simple blocks-world assumptions, similar to Equations 20 and 21. In AT , the notion ofsituation is unde�ned. However, c supports the situations, and the predicates usually havean additional parameter for the situation. For example on(x; y) becomes on(x; y; s), where scorresponds to the situation in which on(x; y) holds. In c, context-of(s) is a function, whichreturns a specialization (a sub-context) of c, where the situation is �xed to s. The lifting rulesworking between c and one of its specializations are written as Equations 22 and 23. Equation24 is the major lifting axiom, which links AT and the sub-contexts of c. The example inMcCarthy [12] is that from ist(c; on(A;B; S0)) we can prove ist(c; above(A;B; S0)). In theproof, c0 is the outer context. The axioms are the following:c0 : AT : 8x 8y on(x; y)! above(x; y) (20)c0 : AT : 8x 8y 8z above(x; y)^ above(y; z)! above(x; z) (21)c0 : c : 8x 8y 8s on(x; y; s)$ ist(context-of (s); on(x; y)) (22)c0 : c : 8x 8y 8s above(x; y; s)$ ist(context-of (s); above(x; y)) (23)c0 : c : 8p 8s ist(AT; p)! ist(context-of (s); p) (24)The proof proceeds as follows:c0 : c : on(A;B; S0) (25)c0 : c : ist(context-of (S0); on(A;B)) (26)c0 : c : context-of (S0) : on(A;B) (27)c0 : c : ist(context-of (S0);8x 8y on(x; y)! above(x; y)) (28)c0 : c : context-of (S0) : above(A;B) (29)c0 : c : above(A;B; S0) (30)Equation 25 is the assumption given in the beginning. Equation 26 is obtained from Equa-tions 22 and 25 by binding A to x, B to y, and S0 to s. Equation 27 obtained from Equation26 by entering the context context-of (S0). Equation 28 is the result of lifting Equation 20by the lifting axiom (Equation 24). From Equations 27 and 28, we obtain Equation 29. Thedesired result (Equation 30 is obtained from Equations 29 and 23. This proof is summarizedin Figure 1 where contexts are represented as Venn diagrams. Atomic formulas are representedwith capital letters, and transfers between contexts (i.e., the lifting rules) are represented byarrows. We have labeled arrows in the way the proof grows. Basically, McCarthy is drawing avirtual link from the atomic formula X to the atomic formula V . Since, c has no rule to draw
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Figure 1: Diagram of McCarthy's proofa link from X to V , we �rst create the context context-of (S0), and draw a link to the atomicformula Y using the lifting rule in Equation 22. After Y , McCarthy lifts the implication ofabove(x; y) from on(x; y) (the arc labeled with 3 in the �gure) to context-of (S0) (i.e., he formsthe link 6). Then from Y , by tracing link 6, we get U . From U , by leaving context-of (S0), weget the desired formula V .As the reader may notice, in the proof of McCarthy, it is more natural to use the path 1-2-3-4-5. However, this path requires one more lifting rule to transfer Y to Z (link 2). In Attardiand Simi [2], this link is explicitly stated and a proof is carried out with the path 1-2-3-4-5.The Original Example RevisitedThe main di�erence between the statement of McCarthy and ours will be in the language used.We will use Situation Theory to state the example, and will be required to make the followingchanges:� Logical implications (such as Equation 20) will be represented with constraints.� In McCarthy's original example, on has di�erent arities in di�erent contexts, i.e., in ATits arity is two whereas in c its arity is three. However, in Situation Theory, we arerequired to refer to on in di�erent contexts with di�erent names4.� context-of (S0) will be represented with infons of type� context-of; A;B; 1�where A is a parameter which is of type situation (of Situation Calculus) and B is aparameter of type situation (of Situation Theory), which corresponds to A.� The contexts c0, c, and AT of McCarthy will be represented with the contexts Sc0, cc,and cAT , respectively. In fact, all of the equations in the sequel are supported by thesituation Sc0. (This situation will be the outermost grounding situation in our proof.)4Once again, the reason behind this change is the schema of individuation used when we identify the onrelation. Basically, on in context AT has no notion of situation, but on in context c has this notion. In thiscase, we cannot refer to the �rst on in the same way as we refer to the second. Thus, we will name our onrelations as onAT and onc. Note that we cannot simply regard onAT as onc with a missing parameter. InGiunchiglia [9], each context has its own language, and therefore on may have di�erent semantics in di�erentcontexts. However, Situation Theory is a semantical theory, and since on has di�erent senses in these di�erentcontexts, we have to distinguish them.



� The background conditions BAT ; Bc-AT ; BAT -c5 will not be explicitly stated in the proof,for the original proof does not involve any nonmonotonic inference.The axioms and assumptions of McCarthy will be represented with the following situation-theoretic constructs:S11 = [ _sj _s j=� onAT ; _x; _y; 1 �]S12 = [ _sj _s j=� aboveAT ; _x; _y; 1�]cAT j=� involves; S11; S12; BAT � (31)S21 = [ _sj _s j=� aboveAT ; _x; _y; 1� ^ _s j=� aboveAT ; _y; _z; 1�]S22 = [ _sj _s j=� aboveAT ; _x; _z; 1�]cAT j=� involves; S21; S22; BAT � (32)S31 = [ _sj _s j=� onc; _x; _y; _s31; 1�]cAT = [ _sj _s j=� onAT ; _x; _y; 1�]cc j=� context-of; _s; _s31; 1�cc j=� involves; S31; cAT ; Bc-AT � (33)S31 = [ _sj _s j=� abovec; _x; _y; _s41; 1�]cAT = [ _sj _s j=� aboveAT ; _x; _y; 1�]cc j=� context-of; _s; _s41; 1�cc j=� involves; S41; cAT ; Bc-AT � (34)cAT j= �pcc j=� context-of; _s; _s51; 1�_s51 j= �pcc j=� involves; cAT ; _s51; Bc-AT � (35)In addition to McCarthy's axioms, we will need a further rule to lift facts from cAT to cc:S61 = [ _sj _s j=� abovec; _x; _y; _s61; 1�]cAT = [ _sj _s j=� aboveAT ; _x; _y; 1�]cc j=� context-of; _s; _s61; 1 �cc j=� involves; cAT ; S61; BAT -c � (36)In McCarthy, we have c0 : ist(c; on(A;B; S0)): (37)This can be represented with �0 =� onc; A;B; S0; 1�and then Equation 37 corresponds to cc j= �0: (38)In Situation Theory, this kind of logical proof corresponds to �nding the anchoring function,by which we can show that cc also supports the predicate to be proven, i.e., we must show thatcc j=� abovec; A;B; S0; 1� (39)In the proof, we will �rst transfer the fact to cAT , then reason that on implies above, andcarry this new fact to cc. This is the path 1-2-3-4-5 in Figure 1.Using the constraint in Equation 33 with the anchoringf1( _s) = S0f1( _x) = Af1( _y) = B5BAT is the background condition used in the constraint in AT , Bc-AT is the background condition used inlifting from c to AT , and BAT-c is the background condition used in lifting from AT to c.



we transfer� onc; A;B; S0; 1� from cc to� onAT ; A;B; 1� in cAT . This corresponds to trac-ing links 1 and 2 in Figure 1. Note that, we did not lose the parameter S0, since we will usethe same anchoring function when we return to cc. In cAT , using the anchoringf2( _x) = Af2( _y) = Band Equation 31, we get � aboveAT ; A;B; 1�. This corresponds to link 3 in Figure 1. Afterthis implication of above from on, we should transfer the fact to cc. This is done using Equation36 with f1. The result is � abovec; A;B; S0; 1 �. This completes the proof path 1-2-3-4-5 inFigure 1. Once more, by using one constraint, we have traced two links, namely, 4 and 5, inFigure 1. During this pass, we are in fact referring to U when we use f1.Consequently, using two anchoring functions (f1 grounded at the outermost context Sc0and f2 grounded at cAT ), we have carried out the proof of McCarthy in our situation-theoreticframework.Barwise's Missing Pollen Example RevisitedThe following are the constituents of the constraint C, which was the solution to the missingpollen problem: S = [ _sj _s j=� rubs;Claire, Claire's eyes,_l; _t; 1�] (40)S 0 = [ _sj _s j=� sleepy;Claire,_l; _t; 1�] (41)B = [ _sj _s j=� exists;Pollen X; _l; _t; 0�] (42)C =� involves; S; S 0; B; 1� (43)Initially, it was winter and there were no pollens. The context, call it c1, must be a situationtype which supports c1 j=� exists;Pollen X; _l; _t; 0 �(and possibly other things related to Claire, rubbing one's eyes, etc.). Using context c1 as thegrounding situation, we do not violate the background condition B (Equation 42) of constraintC (Equation 43), and thus can conclude that \Claire is sleepy."Later, in summer, the new context, c2, supports the infonc2 j=� exists;Pollen X; _l; _t; 1 �and when we use c2 as the grounding situation, we are faced with an inconsistency between Band c2. Therefore, C becomes void for the new context of the talk, and the conclusion \Claireis sleepy" cannot be reached.A Nonmonotonicity ExampleIn Equation 13, if x is somehow bound to a non-ying bird like a penguin, this implication isinvalidated using some nonmonotonic technique.As we have stated before, in Situation Theory, we represent implications with constraints.While stating the constraints, we can use background conditions to add nonmonotonicity:S1 = [ _sj _s j=� bird; _x; 1�] (44)S2 = [ _sj _s j=� flies; _x; 1�] (45)B = [ _sj _s j=� penguin; _x; 0� ^ _s j=� present;Air; 1�] (46)C =� involves; S1; S2; B; 1� (47)C states that every bird ies unless it is a penguin or there is no air. Here, the importantcontribution of the situation-theoretic account is that the environmental factors can be easilyincluded in the reasoning phase by suitably varying B.5 ConclusionIn the literature, there are number of attempts towards a formalization of context in a logicistframework. Our approach di�ers from these in being stated in the framework of SituationTheory and is primarily an extension of Barwise's conception of context. In [3], Barwise uses



Mc87 Mc93 Gu91 Ba86 Sh91 Gi93 BM93 AS94 OursLogic vs.Situation Theory Logic Logic Logic S.T. Logic Logic Logic Logic S.T.Modal Treatment No No No No Yes No No No NoNatural Deduction Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes NoParadox-Free No No No ? ? Yes Yes Yes ?Legend:Mc87 McCarthy: Generality in AI [11]Mc93 McCarthy: Notes on formalizing context [12]Gu91 Guha: A formalization of contexts [10]Ba86 Barwise: Constraints and conditional information [3]Sh91 Shoham: Varieties of context [15]Gi93 Giunchiglia: Contextual Reasoning [9]BM93 S. Buva�c and Mason: Propositional logic of context [6]AS94 Attardi and Simi: A formalization of viewpoints [2]Ours This paperTable 1: Comparison of the previous approaches and our approachgrounding situations similar to our contexts. However, in his work, content of the groundingsituations is not fully described. In our work, we are explicitly stating what a context includes:parameter free infons to state the facts and the usual bindings, and parametric infons to stateif-then rules. Table 1 summarizes the essential elements of previous research on context andour proposal.Compared to other approaches, ours has the following notable properties:� We might easily require the content of a context change dynamically. We can add (delete)assumptions and rules into (from) a context. Having a dynamic notion of context is not anovel thing for the logicist, since one can always add (delete) axioms into (from) a theory.However, when we fortify our context with dynamic constraints whose background con-ditions are also dynamic, we get nonmonotonicity in the framework of Situation Theory.� Since contexts are �rst-class objects, we can use them in the same way we use the otherobjects (in the framework of Situation Theory) provided that we are given an appropriateouter context to do this. In this view, our contexts have exactly the same properties asthe logicists' contexts.� Our contexts can also support uncertainty to some extent: we can have unsaturatedinfons and leave the uncertain part of a piece of information unsaturated so that if wehave further knowledge about that piece of information, we can �ll the missing portionsof an infon.Obviously, our proposal is not complete. A tentative list for the future work includes:� Extension to temporal domain: In the statement of our proposal, we have not dealt withtemporal relations. In Guha's work [10], most of the examples are related to time. As afuture project, the study of the temporal relations and information within our contextsmight be useful.� The need for a Situation Theory tool: Since we are using a situation theoretic framework,we should have a programming environment for Situation Theory. There are two seriousattempts to do this: BABY-SIT [16] and PROSIT [13]. As these attempts progress, thecomputational aspects of our approach can be better investigated.� Some classical problems: We have not discussed the application of our approach to epis-temic puzzles (�a la Smullyan). However, a similar study by Ersan and Akman [8] can beadopted to our formalization of context.
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